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In this white paper, you will learn how to leverage the background capabilities offered by the
Universal Windows Platform so that your Windows 10 application can perform tasks and
operations when it isn’t running. You will learn how to create a background task and how to
connect it to a trigger—the event that will cause the execution of the task—no matter what the
current state of the app (running, suspended, or not running). You will also learn how the
Windows 10 Anniversary Update has increased the opportunities offered by background tasks,
and how it has made it simpler to handle their execution and management.
The lifecycle of a Universal Windows Platform app is more conservative than the one of a
traditional desktop app, with the goal being to preserve performance and battery life across
every device on which Windows 10 can run. One of the most important concepts is one of
suspension. When the application is moved into the background, it’s suspended and no longer
able to perform operations. This approach, even if it’s great for delivering a better user
experience, can be a serious limitation to the developer. The application always needs to be
open to perform any operation.
To overcome this limitation, the Universal Windows Platform has introduced the concept of
background tasks. These separate projects are part of the solution and contain some code that
is executed when the application is not running, based on different conditions. Tasks are a good
balance between flexibility and user experience. They can perform operations in the background
without affecting the performance or battery life of the device, like if the application is constantly
executing code.
Background tasks work in the same application’s context. They use the same capabilities of the
main application and they share the same storage. Background tasks are based on two
important concepts:
•
•

Triggers: a background task can be executed due to a specific event. The Universal
Windows Platform offers many trigger types, like system events, push notifications,
timers, etc.
Conditions: a way to make sure that the background task is executed only when a set
of specific conditions is satisfied. For example, if the task requires an Internet connection
to properly work, we can add a specific condition to make sure that it’s executed only
when Internet is available.

Therefore, an application can register multiple background tasks connected to different triggers.
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Triggers
Triggers are the events that can invoke a background task. Here is a list of supported triggers:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

SystemTrigger: these triggers are connected to system events, like a change in the
network connectivity, in the device’s time zone, etc.
TimeTrigger: these triggers are periodically executed. The minimum time interval
between one execution and another is 15 minutes.
LocationTrigger: these triggers are connected to the geofence APIs we talked about
with geolocation. They are triggered every time the user enters or exits from an area that
we have defined as a geofence.
MaintenanceTrigger: these are like the TimeTriggers, but they can be used for longrunning operations. Consequently, they are executed only when the device is connected
to a power source and to a Wi-Fi network.
PushNotificationTrigger: in another whitepaper, we learned how to use push
notifications. One of the supported notification types is raw, and their content can be
freely defined by the developer. This trigger is invoked every time a raw notification is
received by the device and needs to be processed.
ControlChannelTrigger: with this trigger, you can open a TCP/IP channel, which is
also maintained when the application is closed so that the application can continue to
send and receive messages.
SocketActivityTrigger: these can keep a communication channel using a socket
even when the app isn’t running.
ActivitySensorTrigger: these can be used to notify us every time users perform an
activity connected to movement sensors (like they started to run or walk).

Additionally, a set of triggers are used to interact with external devices, like
RfcommConnectionTrigger (when a connection is established using the RFCOMM protocol),
DeviceChangeTrigger (when the connection with a device is established or closed),
BluetoothSignalStrengthTrigger (when the strength of the Bluetooth signal changes), or
GattCharacteristicNotificationTrigger (used to interact with Bluetooth Low Energy
devices).

Conditions
Conditions are used to trigger a background task only when one or more requirements are
satisfied. They are not required like triggers (when you register a background task, you must
specify the trigger’s type, but conditions are optional), but they are useful to avoid wasting
resources and executing a task when we know in advance that it can’t complete the operation
successfully.
Conditions are represented by the values of an enumerator called SystemConditionType. Here
are the most frequently used values:
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•
•
•
•

UserPresent/UserNotPresent: this condition detects whether the user is using the
device or not.
InternetAvailable/InternetNotAvailable: this condition detects whether the device
is connected to the Internet or not.
SessionConnected/SessionDisconnected: this condition detects whether there’s an
active session or not.
FreeNetworkAvailable: this condition detects whether the device is connected to the
Internet using a free network (like the office or home network) or a paid connection (like
a public hotspot).

Background tasks constraints
As I already mentioned, background tasks are a good balance between flexibility and attention
to performance and battery life. Therefore, there’s a set of constraints that we need to keep in
mind when we create a background task.

Memory usage
To avoid background tasks having a big impact on the performance of the running app, they
need to respect a set of memory constraints. If, at any time during the execution, they use more
memory than that assigned to the task, they are immediately terminated. There isn’t a fixed
memory cap. It depends on the kind of trigger and the device on which the app is running. For
example, a task running on a desktop computer will most likely be able to use more memory
than the same task running on a mobile phone or a small tablet.
If you want to get more information about the current limit, how much memory the task is using,
or if you’re reaching the limit, you can use a class called MemoryManager, which belongs to the
Windows.System namespace. The most important properties are:
•
•

AppMemoryUsageLimit: to discover the current cap.
AppMemoryUsage: to discover the current usage.

Additionally, you can leverage the events AppMemoryUsageIncreased and
AppMemoryUsageDecreased to be notified when the memory usage of the task is increasing or
decreasing.

Number of supported tasks
On devices with a limited amount of memory (typically mobile phones or tablets), you can have
a limited number of apps supported by a background task. If you exceed this number, the app
will be regularly installed but the background task will never be triggered. As developers, we can
detect this scenario in advance. We can ask Windows if it’s able to handle the task and register
it only if we get a positive response.
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Battery saver
Windows 10 includes a feature called Battery Saver that can be manually activated or
automatically triggered when the battery goes below a certain, customizable percentage (by
default, it’s 20%). In this case, to preserve the battery life, Windows will automatically disable
any background operation, including background tasks. However, they will resume normally
when the device is connected to a power source.

Time
Background tasks are meant to perform short-lived tasks and, as such, most of the different
triggers have a time limitation. If they run for more than 30 seconds, then they will be
terminated, even if the operation is still running.
Only a few background tasks don’t have this limitation and those can run as long as there are
available resources. An example is the MaintenanceTrigger, which is used to perform longrunning tasks with low priority (like synchronizing photos or files with a server). Since this trigger
is activated only when the device is connected to a Wi-Fi network and a power source, there’s
no risk that the task can have a significant impact on the battery life or on the performance of
the device.

Adding a background task
The first step to implementing a background task is to add a new project to our solution. We
need to choose the Windows Runtime Component template, which will create a project with
an empty class called Class1. You can delete it and create a new one or rename it. It’s
important just to give a more meaningful name to the class.
The next step is to implement in the class the IBackgroundTask interface. It will force us to add
a method called Run(), which is the one performed every time the background task is executed
by the system. The following sample shows a basic implementation:
public sealed class BackgroundTask : IBackgroundTask
{
public void Run(IBackgroundTaskInstance taskInstance)
{
//code to run in the background.
}
}
The Run() method offers a parameter, of type IBackgroundTaskInstance, that contains all the
information about the current task. The most important method offered by this object is
GetDeferral(). The deferral approach is used to execute asynchronous operations inside a
task so that it isn’t terminated by the system until all the operations are completed. As you can
see from the following sample, the approach is the same as in past scenarios (like using the
sharing contract):
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public sealed class BackgroundTask: IBackgroundTask
{
public void Run(IBackgroundTaskInstance taskInstance)
{
BackgroundTaskDeferral deferral = taskInstance.GetDeferral();
//code to run in the background.
deferral.Complete();
}
}
We get a BackgroundTaskDeferral object by using the GetDeferral() method. After all the
operations have been completed, we call the Complete() method so that the task can be
terminated.

Registering the background task in the application
If you review the code of the task in the previous section, you will notice that it doesn’t contain
any reference to the trigger that is going to invoke it. It just defines the code we want to execute,
regardless of the state of the app. Therefore, creating a background task’s project isn’t enough.
We also have to register it in the main application in two steps: by editing the manifest file and
by writing some code. Let’s start with the manifest file. You’ll find in the Declarations section a
drop-down menu labeled Available Declarations with an item called Background Tasks.
Once you’ve added it, you must:
•
•

Set the kind of triggers you want to support in the Properties section.
Set the full signature of the background task (the full namespace plus the class name) in
the Entry point section. For example, if we have created a project called
MyBackgroundTask and defined the task in a class called BackgroundTask, the full
signature would be MyBackgroundTask.BackgroundTask.
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Figure 1: Set background task's full signature in the Entry point section.

Now that the manifest is properly configured, we can register the background task in code using
the BackgroundTaskBuilder class. Typically, this operation is performed when the application
starts, like in the OnNavigatedTo() method of the main page.
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private void OnRegisterTaskClicked(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
{
string taskName = "Test task";
bool isTaskRegisterd = BackgroundTaskRegistration.AllTasks.Any(x =>
x.Value.Name
== taskName);
if (!isTaskRegisterd)
{
BackgroundTaskBuilder builder = new BackgroundTaskBuilder();
builder.Name = taskName;
builder.TaskEntryPoint = "MyBackgroundTask.BackgroundTask";
builder.SetTrigger(new
SystemTrigger(SystemTriggerType.TimeZoneChange, false));
builder.AddCondition(new
SystemCondition(SystemConditionType.InternetAvailable));
BackgroundAccessStatus status = await
BackgroundExecutionManager.RequestAccessAsync();
if (status != BackgroundAccessStatus.DeniedBySystemPolicy &&
status != BackgroundAccessStatus.DeniedByUser)
{
BackgroundTaskRegistration taskRegistration =
builder.Register();
}
}
}
Since we can’t register two background tasks with the same name, the first step is to check if
the task is already registered in the system. We can do this by enumerating the AllTasks
collection exposed by the BackgroundTaskRegistration class and looking for a task with the
name we have chosen as identifier (in the previous sample, it’s Test task).
If the task isn’t already registered, we proceed to create a new BackgroundTaskBuilder object
and define the main properties: Name (the identifier) and TaskEntryPoint (the same entry point
we specified in the manifest, which is the full signature of the task class). Then we need to
define the kind of trigger we want to associate to the task, which should be the same as we
defined in the manifest. We do this by calling the SetTrigger() method and passing as
parameter an IBackgroundTask object. It’s the base interface implemented by every trigger in
the Universal Windows Platform. In the previous sample, we register a SystemTrigger,
specifying as type the TimeZoneChange value of the SystemTriggerType enumerator.
Conditions, instead, are added using the AddCondition() method, which requires as
parameter a SystemCondition object. The condition is defined by using one of the values of
the SystemConditionType enumerator. Now that the task definition is completed, we need to
recall one of the concepts from background task constraints. Do you remember that, on some
devices with limited memory, there is a maximum number of background tasks that can be
registered in the system? This is the purpose of the last part of the code. First we ask Windows
for the permission to register it by calling the RequestAccessAsync() method of the
BackgroundExecutionManager class. We get in return an enumerator of type
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BackgroundAccessStatus. We can move on with the registration only if the value is different
from DeniedBySystemPolicy and DeniedByUser (which both mean that the system or the user
has refused the registration). With all other results, we can complete the operation by calling the
Register() method on the BackgroundTaskBuilder object.
The last step is to add a reference to the Windows Runtime Component that contains the
background task in the main application. Right-click on the project in Visual Studio, choose Add
-> Reference, and in the Project section, choose the name of the project that contains the task.

Testing a background task
Not all tasks are easy to test. For example, a background task that uses the TimeTrigger class
would require the developer to wait at least 15 minutes to see if the code included in the Run()
method is correct. Luckily, Visual Studio helps us in the testing phase by providing a way to
launch a background task connected to the application anytime we need. Once the application
has successfully registered a background task, you’ll find it in the drop-down menu labeled
Lifecycle Events. Remember that, by default, the toolbar that contains this drop-down is
disabled in Visual Studio. To display it, you need to right-click in Visual Studio in an empty
space in the toolbar area and enable the Debug location item. By clicking the task’s name, the
task will be immediately executed and we will be able to test the code like with a regular
application.

Figure 2: The Visual Studio option to manually trigger a background task.

In-Process background tasks
Until the Anniversary Update, the background task model from before was the only available
one in Windows 10. However, in some cases this approach may have some downsides:
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•
•

•

You are required to maintain two different projects: one for the application and one for
the task.
A background task needs to be a Windows Runtime Component, it can’t be a simple
Class Library. Since a Windows Runtime Component is built to be cross-language inside
the Windows ecosystem (which means that, for example, a background task written in
C++ can be used by a Universal Windows Platform app written in HTML and
JavaScript), it has some limitations that can make creating a task more challenging.
If you decide to add a background task to your application at a later stage, you may be
forced to deeply change the architecture of your project. The reason is that the Windows
Runtime Component can’t have a reference to the main application. If, in the main
project, you have added a set of classes, assets, and resources you also need to
leverage in the task, you need to move them to a separate project and refactor your
solution so that it can be referenced both by the app and the task.

Consequently, to simplify the background task’s development experience, the Anniversary
Update has introduced the concept of in-process background tasks, also known as the Single
Process Model.
With this approach, the code that was declared in a separate class of a Windows Runtime
Component is declared directly in the application itself, specifically in a new entry point of the
App class: the OnBackgroundActivated() method.
Moving from the separate process model to the single process one is very easy. The code that,
in the old model, was included in the Run() method of the class that implemented the
IBackgroundTask interface can now simply be declared inside the OnBackgroundActivated()
method of the App class.
The following sample shows the code to create an in-process background task that displays a
toast notification to the user when it’s activated:
protected override void OnBackgroundActivated(BackgroundActivatedEventArgs
args)
{
var deferral = args.TaskInstance.GetDeferral();
string xml = @"<toast>
<visual>
<binding template='ToastGeneric'>
<text>This is a notification!</text>
</binding>
</visual>
</toast>";
XmlDocument doc = new XmlDocument();
doc.LoadXml(xml);
ToastNotification notification = new ToastNotification(doc);
ToastNotificationManager.CreateToastNotifier().Show(notification);
deferral.Complete();
}
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The registration of the task in the application works in the same way, too. You must declare it in
code when the app starts, using the BackgroundTaskBuilder class, so that you can associate
it to a trigger and, optionally, to one or more conditions.
The only difference is that, when you register the task, you must specify just its name and not
the entry point. This way, Windows will know that the background task has been defined in the
App class using the single process model instead of being stored in a separate Windows
Runtime Component. Additionally, you won’t have to add any entry in the Declarations section
of the manifest file (if you try to add a background task entry without specifying the Task Entry
point field, the manifest designer will give you an error).
The following code shows the familiar registration sample, but implemented using the single
process model:
private void OnRegisterTaskClicked(object sender, RoutedEventArgs e)
{
string taskName = "Test task";
bool isTaskRegisterd = BackgroundTaskRegistration.AllTasks.Any(x =>
x.Value.Name
== taskName);
if (!isTaskRegisterd)
{
BackgroundTaskBuilder builder = new BackgroundTaskBuilder();
builder.Name = taskName;
builder.SetTrigger(new
SystemTrigger(SystemTriggerType.TimeZoneChange, false));
builder.AddCondition(new
SystemCondition(SystemConditionType.InternetAvailable));
BackgroundAccessStatus status = await
BackgroundExecutionManager.RequestAccessAsync();
if (status != BackgroundAccessStatus.DeniedBySystemPolicy &&
status != BackgroundAccessStatus.DeniedByUser)
{
BackgroundTaskRegistration taskRegistration =
builder.Register();
}
}
}
As you can see, the only difference is that, this time, we aren’t setting the TaskEntryPoint
property of the BackgroundTaskBuilder object.
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Registering a background task using the single process model is basically the same thing as
doing it using the existing separate process one. There are no differences when it comes to
requirements, constraints, performance, etc. However, there’s an important catch to keep in
mind. With the separate process model, the background task is executed by a completely
different Windows process, called backgroundTaskHost.exe. As such, if for any reason the
task should crash due to an exception, only the background process would be affected. With the
single process model, the task is executed by the application’s process itself, instead.
consequently, a failure or an unhandled exception in the task can lead to a crash of the whole
app.
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